I - GEARUP Orientation Program for Infosys Recruited Students

Velammal Institute of Technology

Velammal Knowledge Park, Panchetti-601204

The management of Velammal Institute of Technology launched the Infosys I gear up program on 29th February and 1st March 2016. I gear up is a unique academia-industry initiative to
“architect the education experience”. Its goal is to build a sustainable partnership with engineering education institutions to produce “industry ready” Professionals.

**Dr. S. Soundararajan, Vice - Principal** delivered the welcome address and in his speech he mentioned the importance of I gear up and insisted the role of students in successful execution of the program. **Advisor Prof.K.Razak,** felicitated the chief guest as a token of gratitude and explained the importance of I gear up program to the students of Velammal Group of Institutions. Students of Velammal Institute of Technology Chennai, Velammal Engineering College Chennai and Velammal College of Engineering and Technology Madurai were recruited by Infosys have been participated in this orientation programme. **Mr.Roy Antony and Ms. Kalpana, Senior Members - Education and Research, Infosys** mentioned the importance of language expertise and its role in life style management at the human era. He presented a brief agenda of the I gear up program and detailed about the various initiatives of Infosys towards bridging academics and the industries. The key areas covered in this program are **Python programming and Database Management system with Oracle.** Students were benefitted with new programming language called Phyton and key concepts of Database technologies.